Turf Nurture® Lawn Restoration Program

- Brings Tired Lawns Back to Life
- Natural Base Fertilizer
- Pet & Children Friendly
- 15-0-7
- Lawn Restoration Formula

**NET WEIGHT 25 LBS. (11.3 KG)**
Covers up to 7,500 sq. ft.

- **Apply Spring, Summer or Fall**
- 3/4 of the Nitrogen is Slow Release
1. Early Spring

2. Late Spring

3. Summer

4. Fall

TURFTURF®  Lawn Restoration Program

TURF NURTURE® Lawn Restoration Formula

Natural Base Fertilizer
Pet & Children Friendly

15-0-7
Lawn Restoration Formula
Brings Tired Lawns Back to Life

• Apply Spring, Summer or Fall
• 7/10 of the Nitrogen is Slow Release

NET WEIGHT 25 LBS. (11.3 KG)
Covers up to 7,500 sq. ft.
Turf Nurture is a registered trademark of Lebanon Seaboard Corporation.

sq. ft. coverage/25 lb. Bag                            5,000

Lbs. of Nitrogen / 1,000 sq. ft.                      3/4

TYPICAL SPREADER SETTINGS:

4-6 Annual Application Plan:

of 25 lbs. per 5,000 sq. ft. to yield .75 lb. of nitrogen per 1,000 sq. feet. Apply 3 to 4 times per year at the rate

3-4 Annual Application Plan:

sq. ft., (6.0 lbs per 1,000 sq. ft.) to yield 0.9 lb. Nitrogen per 1,000 sq. ft. of 25 lbs. per 7,500 sq. ft. to yield .5 lb. nitrogen per 1,000 sq. ft.

Scotts Accu Green 3000 13
Scotts Accu Green 2000 13
Scotts 1000 Accu Green 13

Drop Spreaders:

Agri Fab (Target) 450388 Sears 7
Even Spread 18
Scotts AccuPro 2000 / R-8 P
Earthway Deluxe 2050U 18
PSB Prizelawn CBRIII N
Scotts Deluxe Edgeguard 7
Scotts 74101 7
Scotts Speedy Green 3000 7
Scotts Speedy Green 2000 7
Scotts Speedy Green 1000 5

Rotary Spreaders:

2-foot wide by 100 foot long swaths (400 sq. ft).

For spreaders that are not listed, measure a length of desired coverage. You may need to adjust these settings to achieve the approximate and will vary with equipment condition and application

Read Before Using Product:

To hasten results, aerate soil before application and water afterward. Do not apply more than 0.9 pound of nitrogen per 1,000 sq. ft. per application.

Turf Nurture®  Lawn Restoration Program

15-0-7

Natural Base Fertilizer
Pet & Children Friendly

Lawn Restoration Formula
Brings Tired Lawns Back to Life

• Apply Spring, Summer or Fall
• 1/3 of the Nitrogen is Slow Release

NET WEIGHT 25 LBS. (11.3 KG)
Covers up to 7,500 sq. ft.